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Tim Cassedy: Re-Contextualizing the Canon, Complicating Certainty

W

ith a passion for a gray-scaled world lacking absolutes
and certainty, and a complex and global view of
historical events, Tim Cassedy,
the newest Assistant Professor
of English on the SMU
campus, wants to challenge our perspective
and what we think we know about history.
He had this to say in a recent interview:

How did your road lead you to SMU?

In graduate school I started thinking about
books not just as texts but as physical objects
that circulate promiscuously across national
borders. Once I started thinking about
American literature in those terms, I started
following books back and forth across the
Atlantic rather than sticking to the traditional American literary canon. I ended up
becoming more of a cultural historian who
uses literary modes of reading, rather than a literary historian. That
happens to make sense to this department.
What fresh perspective do you bring to the English Department?

I want to teach American Literature in a way that foregrounds
the questions “What is American?” and “What is Literature?”—
in a Trans-Atlantic context. I want to teach British and

American literature in the same course, using the British texts
popular with American readers to re-contextualize the texts of the
American canon.
For example?

Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography and
the journal that James Boswell kept of a year he
spent in London, 1762-1763. Ostensibly, one
is an American text and one is a British text. But
as a kid, Franklin was constantly reading British
books and magazines, and a big chunk of the
autobiography takes place in London. Ultimately
both are books about being young in the
18th century in a broader Anglophone world.
How do you hope to affect those around you
in the future, not only in the college classroom,
but in a broader sense?
In the university?
Go as big as you want!

I like this question! I have a professional and moral commitment to
the idea that simple answers are boring and often wrong. I often play
devil’s advocate and switch positions on issues. I am unwilling to
settle on a single answer. It’s my mission in the world: to undermine
simple answers, or to complicate certainty.
Zahra Kahn, Soph. English Major
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Professor Spotlight: Book Recommendations

D

familiarity with an exotic,
o professors, busy with their academic duties – teaching,
mysterious culture. Prof. Moss
writing, and researching in their respective fields – make
explains that while the surpristime for leisurely reading? I was curious and asked, and
ing attitudes and utterly passionthought I would share a few of their responses. While
less calculations of other classic
reading about the origins of the “sliced German sausage,
travel narratives may still alarm
drenched with ketchup, and
or entertain us, Montagu’s
sprinkled with curry” may
writing uniquely stimulates our
not suit everyone’s taste,
imagination of a wider world
Assistant Professor of
and forces us to examine our
English Irina Dumitrescu
own processes of making sense
assures readers that Die
of the unfamiliar. Montagu’s
Entdeckung der Currywurst
travel narrative is available
or The Invention of Curried
through the Penguin Great
Sausage by German novelist
Journeys Series, available online and in bookstores.
Uwe Timm is an “intellectuThe recommendations of Andrea Luttrell Keeth, an English PhD
ally seductive story, albeit
student with an interest in feminist literary criticism, and Joan
disturbing.” According to Prof. Dumitrescu, while Timm’s novel
Arbery, Visiting Lecturer, reflect their varied passions. Luttrell Keeth
tells of the creation of the curried sausage, a popular German street
recently completed Because They Wanted To by Mary Gaitskill.
food, and includes interviews with Lena Brücker, the self-proclaimed
This collection of short stories explores the darker side of
inventor of currywurst, “it’s also about a last chance at love, and a
relationships between mothers and daughters and husbands and
way of imagining the past and mythologizing it.” An English
wives. Luttrell Keeth
translation by Leila Vennewitz is available for non-German speakers.
recommends this book
Assistant Professor Dan
because its pop writing style
Moss prefers classic travel narrareflects “a different type
tives, specifically the letters of
of ‘chick literature’ and
the 18th-century English
shows a whole new area in
aristocrat and writer Lady Mary
(An
Excerpt)
which women can write.”
Montagu, describing life—in
Arbery, whose interests
particular the lives of women—
After a small breakfast, he made the three-hour drive back to
span a range from Irish,
in the Ottoman Empire. In her
Dallas. As he entered the outskirts of the city, he stopped at a
French, and Urban Studies,
letters, Montagu reveals her
small
place
that
he
frequented,
where
the
sign
simply
said
“Diner,”
recommends Halldor
deep-seated desires as she seeks
Laxness’ Independent People,
for a cup of coffee. It was the type of place where the waitresses
a Nobel Prize-winning novel
all called you “hun” and the chocolate pie was always homemade.
set in early 20th century
As soon as he entered, he was greeted with a smile and told to
Iceland. Laxness tells a
sit anywhere. He chose his favorite table closest to the door. A new
moving and poignant story of
waitress set a menu in front of him.
a peasant and his family’s
struggles. Arbery professes
“What can I get’cha to drink?” Her voice was soft, almost musical.
that while she is enamored
of urban novels, this country
He looked up at her; jeans, a grey t-shirt, pale face framed by
novel is intricate and
complicated, and “one
auburn hair, and a set of jade eyes. The word “perfect” ran through
of the most original novels
his mind, but all that escaped his lips was, “Coffee, please.”
I’ve ever read.”

Lying Eyes

— SHAWNA BORMAN

Ruby Kim, Soph. English
Major
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Michael Pueppke: December 12, 1982 – February 12, 2012

T

he SMU community first had a chance to meet Mike Pueppke
when he visited SMU as a prospective PhD student
in the spring of 2008. This polite, somewhat reserved, and
extremely witty young man made
a strong impression upon the
faculty; admitting him was an easy
decision. Mike predictably went on to
become one of the best students in our
then fledgling program. Mike was seldom
the most outspoken student in a class,
but when he spoke, he always offered a
different reading of the texts that invariably
challenged the general direction of
discussions, always with careful thought,
evidence, and his characteristic wit.
His written work was both complex and
elegant. When he saw problems in his
own work, he labored incessantly until
those problems disappeared. He was
his most difficult taskmaster.
As an alumnus of Dallas Baptist University and former technical writer,
Mike Pueppke, his wife Brittni
Mike brought an unusual and rich back-

Mike was a born teacher whose students loved
him. He was a gentleman in every sense of the
word: gentle, humane, forgiving.... Best of all, he
was a loving father and husband who promoted
and inspired love in all he encountered.
ground to SMU. He possessed an impressive understanding of
philosophy. We were proud to have attracted a young man who
fulfilled SMU’s basic ethos of open intellectual discussion.
Mike believed as strongly as anyone that people from different
backgrounds and intellectual positions could discuss them openly,
without rancor, without quick judgment. He embodied that
ethos, which is easy to profess, but difficult to deliver.
Mike fell ill in the spring of 2009. It was clear that his treatment
would make it impossible to continue his coursework. He asked for
grades of Incomplete in all four of the intensive graduate seminars
and proseminars in which he was enrolled. This allowed him to take
a year off to continue treatment and work to pay his medical bills.
We didn’t know how he was going to return; many of us thought
that no one would be able to make up four Incompletes while

working on other studies. When Mike returned to the program in
2010, though, that’s exactly what he did. Despite being away a year,
despite often low energy levels due to his medication and treatment, Mike hammered out four excellent
research papers for his former professors.
What stood out in all this time was
Mike’s ethics: He knew it would be unethical
to remain in the program and work
other jobs, so he took a leave of absence to
see to his obligations, including the son
that he and his wife Brittni were expecting.
When Mike returned, he didn’t want
any unnecessary allowances to make up for
lost time; he sat down for countless long
hours and made up the work, all while
dealing with being a new parent. Mike had
an opportunity to take a full-time university teaching position, but refused to
pursue it if it meant sacrificing his goal of
obtaining the PhD.
Mike had many dreams. He hoped to
finish his degree, then perhaps seek
an appointment at his alma mater Dallas
Baptist so he could help make it into
an even better university, first as a department chair and eventually
the president. As ambitious as these plans sound, Mike believed
he could do it, and so did his friends and family. He had the vision.
He had the will. He had the love of the institution, his friends,
and education itself.
Mike was a born teacher whose students loved him. He was a
gentleman in every sense of the word: gentle, humane, forgiving. His
fellow students loved him. He was a consummate professional
and dedicated student whose teachers admired him. Best of all, he
was a loving father and husband who promoted and inspired love in
all he encountered. When Mike gave two brilliant addresses to
the students of Dallas Baptist in early 2011 and 2012, his remarks
echoed that message. Mike was a man of deep faith, and told the
students never to give up on God’s love, their love for each other,
and for all humanity. He meant every word, despite all he endured,
and inspired everyone who heard his heartfelt message.
To Mike we say “Goodbye,” in the sense of that word’s etymology:
God be with you. We love you. We will miss you. You were a
gift and blessing to all who knew and remember you. Goodbye.
Darryl Dickson-Carr, Director of Graduate Studies
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Lit Fest 2012: Imagination and Fiction

T

his year, SMU began its three-day Literary Festival
with a WordSpace collaboration and reading
featuring high school students from Dallas Can
Academy, Greenhill, Hockaday, Booker T.
Washington Arts Academy, and Yavneh Academy.
Author Amina Gautier visited the students of Dallas
Can Academy on Friday. Student Kenny Sparks expressed
his gratitude:
“Thank you very much for the opportunity to be in the
presence of other talented writers…. I appreciated your
kind words of motivation and gratitude and I look forward
to my future in writing. This has been a great experience
for me and has truly changed my perspective on the power
of my words.”
The strength and quality of the student work set a high
bar for the remainder of the week’s events.

A Master of Poetical Form

I

t is tough to talk about
the poems of Tyehima
Jess, because much
of what they are is how they
look on the page, and how
the page looks, folded, like
origami, into a 3D shape.
Jess is a master of poetical
form: an innovator.
His work must be seen and
heard. In his latest as
yet-unpublished creations,
from which he read at
this year’s LitFest, Jess
experiments with still
another a new form, the
syncopated sonnet, a
product that wows the eye
as well as the brain. Check out another great reading by Jess on
TED at (http://tedxtalks.ted.com/video/TedxNashvlle-TyehimbaJess-Sync)
Dylan Smith, Jr. English Major

Anonymity and Identity
Amina Gautier read two stories from her acclaimed short
story collection At Risk at LitFest this year, and left listeners

wanting to know more about the world and characters
she creates. Gaultier says that in her stories she intends that
each protagonist be anonymous; she refuses to give those
characters a name. But what the characters lack in identity,
they make up in personality. Each of her stories focuses
on at-risk teenagers attempting to succeed and find
meaning in the world around them. “I wanted to show how
these kids have to grow up,” says Gautier. “They are
trying to get attention from the adults in their life, so they
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Lit Fest 2012 continued

Sobering Honesty, Dark Comedy

Books Create Community

E

duardo Corral, 2011 winner of the Yale Series of Younger
Poets competition and recipient of a 2011 Whiting Writers’
Award, confesses he lost confidence in himself as a poet while
at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. He stopped writing; the thought
of writing poetry filled him with despair. Corral says that his return
to poetry began with jotting down ideas and images in a notebook
and tinkering with lines and stanzas, simply for his own pleasure.
He also says he never stopped reading, calling books one of the
greatest joys in his life. Corral says, “A writer must be a reader.”
Corral reads while engaging with the author and his or her literary
influences, trying to “figure out what makes the sentence tick,
the reasoning behind the narrative arc.” He shares his findings with
others. “Books create and enlarge communities,” Corral says.
“It’s a thing of beauty.”

Charlie Lewis, Editor

might be a bully in school because it gives them an
identity among their peers.”
Amy Holt, Sr. English Major

Poet Martha Rhodes grabbed
her listeners’ attention during her
reading and talk at LitFest,
surprising them with oddly funny
poems describing often serious
subjects. Rhodes, an experienced
figure in the literary world, read
a series of poems about domestic
life, marriage, and loss from
her latest collection of poetry,
The Beds, which ranges from sobering honesty to dark comedy.
Having lived in New York for more than a decade, Rhodes found
that her poetry after 9/11 was influenced by the tragic loss and
the images she personally recalls. “I see now, looking back, that
many of my poems reflect that day, probably at an unconscious
level.” says Rhodes, “I draw much of my recent work from those
memories in my life.”
Amy Holt, Sr. English Major

Capturing the Soul

T

he work of Krys Lee is brutally
honest. Lee, a native of Seoul,
South Korea, was raised on the
West Coast and studied in the US and
England before returning to Korea
after finishing her studies. She says, “the
culture and history of Korea became
part of my life.” Lee’s work captures the
image and the soul of the characters
about whom she writes. In her debut short
story collection, Drifting House, she
thrusts her reader into the lives of North
Korean immigrants with broken families and broken lives who are
making great sacrifices to forge new homes, new families, and new
identities in a foreign land. Watch for Lee’s amazing and emerging
talent in her debut novel, set for publication in 2013.
Dylan Smith, Jr. English Major
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Lit Fest 2012 continued

The New Century’s Poet

P

oet Corey Marks, LitFest’s selfproclaimed “local guy,” directs the
creative writing program at the
University of North Texas. He gifted his
listeners with his first public reading from
his latest book The Radio Tree. Marks
says it’s tricky to write and teach and
direct a program, but he also says there’s
something wonderful about teaching
what he loves the most. He says, “I talk
poetry all of the time and I think about
poetry all of the time and I work with students who are equally as
excited. There’s something about that that’s really nourishing.”
Marks’ work is not only well nourished, it is well praised. US Poet
Laureate Phillip Levine wrote: “By some process that seems
magical Corey Marks can enter the lives of others… and remain
himself in a voice so singular we learn to trust it totally. This is
what the new century’s poetry will sound like when it is written by
someone truly gifted and compassionate.”

Charlie Lewis, Editor

Co-opting Civil Discourse

S

hannon Cain’s life as a political wife influenced her activism
and her latest novel. After her former spouse shared the uncivil
discourse that occurs at some city council meetings, Cain was
inspired to engage in “co-opting places that aren’t really meant for
literature.” She set up a tent for five days during Occupy Tucson
and brought in her desk to write, but confesses she neither wrote nor
slept there. She also set up a camp of sorts at weekly Tucson City
Council meetings, where she takes advantage of the public’s right to
speak freely, on any topic, for three minutes,
to read from her latest novel-in-progress,
Tucson, the Novel, an Experiment in
Literature and Civil Discourse. Cain says
that the public reading to a live audience –
including 20,000 television viewers – has
changed the direction and pace of the
piece, and she’s being forced to create a
little bit of an arc in each short section she
reads. Cain says, “It’s very strange.”
Charlie Lewis, Editor

Doing the Truly Important
With two published novels, a
number of published works of
nonfiction, a television pilot for
Lionsgate, and a television series
based on the protagonist of his
second novel, Dean Bakopoulos
is the epitome of the successful
writer. Yet he never lets his
success cloud his awareness of
the economic despair and decline
that affects his generation.
His awareness of hard times was
evident in his eulogy of recentlydeceased author William Gay in
Fiction Writers Review, in which Bakopoulos recognized the
“day job” that sustained Gay’s writing life, drywall hanging, as
“one of the toughest jobs there is.” Whether we write with
confetti in our hair or drywall dust in our lungs,” he says, “it’s
being alone at the desk that matters most. It’s the work. We have
to do the work.” Bakopoulos is doing the work—writing and
asking his readers and listeners to consider, with him, what is
truly important.
Amy Holt, Sr. English Major

2011-2012 SMU Creative Writing Awards

Amy Holt

Cody Barras

Shawna Borman, left

> David R. Russell Poetry Award: First Place: Amy Holt;
Second Place: Cecilia Chard; Runner Up: Alexandra Blandford
> SMU Fiction Prize: First Place: Cody Barras;
Second Place: Shawna Borman; Runner Up: Dylan Smith
> Margaret Terry Crooks Award: Shawna Borman
> Lon Tinkle Scholarship: Amy Holt
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Lit Fest Revival Nets Pay Off for Painter

B

efore getting a heads-up from Department Chair Nina
Schwartz about a position at the Schlager Group,
Ben Painter’s post-graduation plan was to sell insurance.
He didn’t even have a résumé, but he jumped at the
opportunity with Schlager.
Painter’s willingness to take risks paid off then, as it did earlier in
his undergraduate career, when he and fellow English major Josh
Duke co-created the SMU Writers Group. At one of the group’s
meetings, the subject of the then-defunct SMU Literary Festival
arose, and Prof. David Haynes discussed its history in some
detail. Ben was intrigued and pursued “a few key meetings with a
few key people” – including then-Chair Ezra Greenspan and
Prof. Haynes. Painter found everyone eager to help, and within
a few months, “stress, sweat, and belly-aching” notwithstanding,
he and Duke had helped revive the Festival, now in its fourth year.
Schlager hired Painter. Neil Schlager, SMU ’89, the company’s
founder and president, and himself an SMU alumnus, says that
Ben’s involvement with the SMU LitFest made him an obvious and
natural fit with one of the main content areas of his company, an

Macramé
(An Excerpt)

My grandma taught me macramé at noon
when I wanted to sit on the porch swing, hinged,
and watch the neighbor boys play with toy guns.
I never figured out how to knot the double half-hitch or
listen to her prayers. Head bowed—when she
left the room I’d fall asleep. She would scold,
pinch my ear, wring her hands. I felt unable
to run without tripping over my skirt.
And she never let me sneak in her bed
after a nightmare. Hands sweating from a big
reach up; grip it—gunning for the cookie.
A reach for years I still cannot grasp tight.
But she taught me how to hold knitting needles,
and how to sleep when I’m alone at night.
— AMY HOLT

educational publisher specializing in history and literature materials
for students and instructors. Schlager says the “tremendous
leadership” Ben demonstrated when organizing and running the
festival set him apart from other candidates who, while having
good GPAs, lacked Ben’s entrepreneurial spirit.
Yet even Ben admits to having been concerned with graduating
with a degree in English. He says he thought, “You’re not going to
be a something when you finish. You’re going to be an anything.”
Ben’s fears were unfounded. Schlager says that with Ben’s communications skills and knowledge about subjects ranging from literature
to business to education, “he contributes on a number of levels.”
Both Painter and Schlager rely on their SMU networks “to pay
it forward and pay it back.” According to Painter, the company
often has freelance writing, editing, and research positions perfect
for English grads and is creating an internship program that will
be great for students seeking experience. Schlager
says, “Our company hires SMU grads not out
of any sense of loyalty but because they are
some of the most talented and prepared
students in this area.”
Barbara Stewart, SMU MLS ’11, English ’08
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Telling Our Story: 100 Years of Women at SMU

A

n evening of storytelling, socializing, and
historiography was the culmination of a year
and a half of planning on the part of faculty,
students, and SMU’s Graduate Women’s Organization (GWO), including several members of the
English Department. The labor of love began when
Associate Professor Beth Newman, Director of
Women’s and Gender Studies, heard University
Archivist Joan Gosnell mention that the first name
to be entered in
the SMU rolls was
that of a woman.
“I had three
reactions,” says
Prof. Newman.
“The first was
pleasant surprise.
The second was

(from left) Kayla Walker Edin,
Beth Newman, Bonnie Wheeler

the recognition that I should
not have been surprised; after
all, SMU has always been
co-educational. The third was
that surely we need to make the history of women at
SMU part of the Centennial celebration.”
The April event, the first of several to be held over
the next five years, included panelists like Prof.
Bonnie Wheeler who recounted the history of many
women’s organizations and programs that have
flourished at SMU over the past century.
by Kayla Walker Edin, Doctoral Candidate, English

The faculty of the Department of English
congratulates this graduating class of May 2012.
By your accomplishments here, you testify
to the enduring value of thought, reflection,
and reason.
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